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Effect

LongPack Dice

Discover the mesmerizing world of dice 
effects that will add a whole new dimension 
to your tabletop gaming experience. From 
glowing and translucent dice to ones vwith 
swirling colors and shimmering sparkles, 
these eye-catching dice  will bring magic to 
every roll. Prepare to be amazed as the 
effects enhance your gameplay and ignite 
your imagination.



Mixed Color



Solid Color
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Material

LongPack Dice

Immerse yourself in the realm of dice 
craftsmanship as we delve into the wide 
range of materials used to create these tiny 
works of art. From classic and durable acrylic 
to luxurious metal and wood, each material 
offers a unique feel and aesthetic. Explore the 
different textures and weights, and find the 
perfect dice mtaterial that suits your style 
and enhances your gaming sessions.



Acrylic/Resin



Wood



Metal



Finishing

LongPack Dice

Elevate your dice collection with exquisite 
finishing techniques that transform ordinary 
dice into extraordinary pieces. Experience the 
smoothness of polished surfaces, the richness 
of engraved patterns, and the allure of 
intricate inlays. Whether it's a glossy shine, a 
matte finish, or a stunning combination of 
both, the finishing touches on these dice will 
captivate your senses and make them truly 
stand out on the gaming table.



Engraving



Printing



Heat Transfer Printing



Stamping wood



Laser Engraving



LongPack Dice

Specialty
Unleash your imagination with a range of 
specialty dice designed to elevate your 
gaming experience. From the mesmerizing 
swirls of Cat's Eye dice to the captivating 
motion of Liquid-Filled dice, each type offers 
a unique twist to your rolls. Sharpen your 
gameplay with Pointed Corners dice or 
embrace unpredictability with Irregular Shape 
dice. The elegance of Metal Hollow dice and 
the sophistication of Metal Enamel dice add a 
touch of luxury to your gaming sessions. For 
on-the-go fun, Keychain Dice are compact 
and portable. Channel primal energy with 
Bone dice, carrying the essence of ancient 
rituals. Dive into the world of specialty dice 
and let their enchanting features bring your 
games to life with every roll.
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Metal Hollow



Stick Dice Keychain Dice Rogue Dice

Specialty



LongPack Dice

Accessories
Explore the enchanting world of dice games 
with our exquisite range of accessories. 
Elevate your gameplay with stylish dice bags, 
practical trays, thrilling towers, versatile sets, 
convenient organizers and a variety of 
delicate dice accessories. Embrace the magic 
of dice accessories and enhance every 
moment of your gaming experience. Unleash 
the possibilities and embark on an extraordi-
nary journey of fun and discovery.



Dice Tower Dice tray Dice packing

Accessories




